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Community Effort Needed to Aid D.C. Homeless

NOfEJOOK

BY ADAM VICKS
Contributing Writer

CAMPUS

COURSE-LOAD
CONIROVERSY
STUDENTS CLAIM THEIR
COURSELOAD IS TOO
HEAVY.
SOME ' SAY
THEY'RE BLOWING HOT
AIR, OTHERS SAY MUTINY IS AFOOT.
PAGE2

METRO

RED, GREEN,
BLUE, ORANGE,
YELLOW

Stand along Georgia Avenue at any
given tin1e of day and you're bound to run
across a particular group of people who have
nlade the streets their home. To some they
are viewed as menaces to society and toothers as pitiful, helpless scavengers. No rr .itter what you call them, they all belong to the
urban hotneless population that has been a
fixed part of the city's inakeup for decades.
It's a devastating thing to go through,
something most Howard University stuArmond Uro" n • Staff l'hotogrnpher
dents could never imagine. But a chance
encounter with one of then1 helps the unin- Many homeless D.C. residents say they are not ashamed of their lives, Instead,
formed to delve into the psyche of what so they accept their circumstances, "It's not easy but It's my choice," said one.
1nany homeless people like Joe call sur- tive at first, reluctant even to give his last the District native. At one ti1ne J oe owned a
vival.
nrune. Walking along Georgia Avenue near house off Florida Avenue that be had inher"I don't look at homelessness as being Howard's crunpus, he was at first hesitant to ited from his mother. But faced with what
something to be ashamed of," he said. Like share lot of his personal background.
he has called excessive taxes, coupled with
many homeless people, Joe is very sensi"It's not easy, but it's my choice," said his inability to nlaintain a steady job, the

middle-aged streetwalker had found himself
having to foreclose on the p roperty and losing everything.
"It's sad what happened," he said, "but
one thing's for sure. I don't have to worry
about owing the bank back or paying the
city." For Joe, he'll never go back to being
what he views as economic bondage.
With all of the shelters and social services offered in the city, people assume that
homeless people have no excuse for being
stranded on the street, sleeping on Metro
stop benches or digging out of trash cans.
But many homeless people find the streets
to be less dangerous than a lot of the shelters.
• Like Joe, Wanda Brown, 49, spent her
whole life in the District. She was raised in
the projects off of East Capitol Street and
became a victim of circumstance.
See HOMELESS, Page A6

... PURPLE?
WMATA IS PROPOSING A
NEW METRO LINE, CONNECTING THE RED AND
ORANGE LINES THROUGH
MARYLAND.
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Government Prepares For Rita
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Senior Managing Editor

LIFE& STYLE

THE VALUE
OFHBCUS
BLACK COLLEGES ANO
UNIVERSITIES
HAVE
BEEN CRITICIZED FOR
NOT PREPARING STUDENTS FOR THE REAL
WORLD. READ THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY.
PAGES

SPORTS

WNBAIACKS
PROMOTION
READ HOW WNBA
PLAYERS FEEL ABOUT
THE LACK OF COVERAGE ON THEIR SPORT.
PAGE9

In an effort to avoid
the casualties that followed Hurricane Katrina,
President
Bush
on
Tuesday urged Americans
living along the Gulf of
Mexico and near the Texas
coastline to follow mandatory evacuation orders for
Hurricane Rita.
Rita, labeled a category five storm last
night, comes as the Bush
adn1inistration is still trying to regain its footi$
after criticism that it acted
to slowly in responding
to Hurricane Katrina,
which wreaked havoc in
Louisiana, Alabaina and
Mississippi.
Bush said that the government's response to Rita
would be adequate, though
it is unclear just how much
da1nage the stonn may
cause. "I urge the citizens
to listen carefully to the
insb·uctions provided by
state and local authorities and follow then1," he
said in a speech before
the Republican Jewish
Coalition. "We hope and
pray that Hurricane Rita
will not be a devastating
storin but we got to be
ready for the worst."
In preparation, the
government has sent
hundreds of truckloads
of water, food, and ice to
areas expected to experience damage from
Hurricane Rita. Rescue
teams with medical support are also standing by,
according to press reports
and statements fron1 officials at the Department

of Homeland Security.
"I think we are going to
be ready when it does
hit land," said Michael
Chertoff, Secretary for the
Department of Homeland
Security, in an interview with the Associated
Press. The Department
of Homeland Security
oversees the government's response to natural disasters. Also, more
than 300,000 National
Guard troops are available to help in relief
efforts and President
Bush has declared a state
of emergency tor Texas
and Louisiana.
Despite the extent
of the govenunent's
preparation, some officials warn that people
who have not yet evacuated may not receive help
immediately. "We know
that there is going to be
a period of tin1e before
help gets to you," David
Paulison, the director of
the Federal Emergency
Management
Agency
(FEMA), told the AP.
As
of
Tuesday,
Hurricane Rita had 165
mph winds and was
expected to hit land
along the coast of Texas
or Louisiana later this
week. Storms of Rita's
size usually cause con1plete
destruction
of
buildings and ho1nes
as well as knock down
trees, according to information obtained by The
Hilltop from the National
Hurricane Center. Rita
is the 17th named storm
during this year's hurricane season.
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Hurricane Rita, was upgraded to a Category 5 (the highest level) storm last night, and had the government acting before severe damage was done. In preparation, FEMA has sent truckloads of food,
drinking water and other supplies.
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New Capstone Cards for Returning Students
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BY ARICA WADE
Contributing Writer

The Capstone Card has
a new look and like it or
not, all students are going
to have to make the switch.
The new blue capstone
card will soon replace all
old student identification
cards. However, 1nany
students have not been
told that the switch to the
new card is mandatory.
Trina Coleman, manager of Planning and
Control, said the administration's delay in formally
telling students about the
switch is intentional.
"We want to schedule

it in an orderly manner
and make it as convenient
as possible for the students," Coleman said.
The process of receiving a new card will be
based on a barter system, where students will
turn over their old cards
in exchange for the new.
Through this 1nethod, it
will be possible to keep
track of which students
have to pay for a card that
might have been lost. If a
student does not have an
old ID, or does not wish
to turn over their old ID,
they must pay a fee of $25
before they can receive the
new card.

"I'd like to keep my
old [Capstone Card]. It
has sentimental value."
- Jennine Osborne, '06

Jennine Osborne, a
senior health 1nanage1nent inajor, did not want
to part with her old ID
card.
"I'd like to keep my old
one," she said. "It has senti1ne11tal value and I was
hoping I'd leave school

with it."
The new style of the
ID card was introduced
last year for incoming
freshn1en. Osborne is dissatisfied with the drastic
change.
"Maybe if I got one
during my freshman year

I'd like it, but I'm not too
crazy about it," Osborne
said.
Ryan Trotman, who
works as photographer
at one of the ID stations,
said not wanting to hand
over old IDs has been the
biggest complaint from
students.
"We were told it's !
fair exchange," Trotman
said. "In order to get a
new one you would give
up your old one."
In spite of the prompting to relinquish the old
IDs, many students are
finding ways to work
around the new system.
"If you opt to not

trade then you can pay for
a new one, which some
people have chosen to do
foi the sentimental values
of their old cards or for
whatever other reasons
they wanted to hold on to
it," Trotman said.
The administration is
now working on setting up
an efficient system for students to receive the new
cards. Once it has done
this, it will give details as
to who needs to get the
card, and when they need
to go. The new card's chip
system is hoped to alleviate technical problems
that the old cards faced.
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BY MORGAN MOORE
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Although they were late In starting, General Assembly passed the HUSA budget.

The HUSA budget was voted
on and passed with an overwhelming "yea" from the body of representatives in attendance at the
second General Assen1bly 1neeting
last night.
Questions were raised about
the amount of money being allotted to general and special elections, and also the reason for
increasing student stipends.
In the School of Business
auditorium, the General Assembly
crone to order after a late start
because of the lack of representative voter attendance to discuss
chairmen for elections, finance
and student advocacy committees,
special• elections guidelines, and
the HUSA budget.
"It takes time because of the
attendance and protocol that
has to be followed; we can't just
vote," said Kristal Aqui fourth year
architecture major. "It's a process.
After it has started the meeting
does move along and flow pretty
well."
As the student body settles

into the first semester of the
academic year; the student govemn1ent, Howard University
Student Association (HUSA),
Undergraduate Student Assembly
(UGSA) and the Graduate Student
Assembly (GSA) are preparing
for the current year's events and
strategizing ways to keep them
successful.
.
"Its only the second meeting
of the year but I really feel that
things within the general assembly will be up to par, it's a new year
with new beginnings," said senior
business management maJor
Corey Lucas.
Rory Scott, senior information systems major and general
assembly chairman stated that
within the programming bodies of
UGSA and GSA there are 41 voting
members, 24 and 17 respectively.
Graduate Trustee Sellano
•
Simmons introduced hinlself to
the body of representatives and
spoke briefly about the committees in which he serves on.
"Its just an introduction so
that the body knows what's going
on in the other sections of government," Simmons said.

And the Arts and Sciences Winners Are ...
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IBS Brings
Studying
Abroad
Awareness
BY STACY A . ANDERSON
Biz & Tech Editor

Howard
University's
International
Business
Society fIBS) hosted a study
abroad worksho'p and lecture last night in the School
of Business student lounge.
"The panel has created a
guide a nd international liaison which includes schools
you can apply at, deadlines,
and information on passports and what classes to
take abroad," said I BS Vice
President Brett Calhoun.
More than 30 students
gathered in the school's student lounge for the program
entitled "Studying Abroad
and Graduating in Four
Years."
Junior Erica Reynolds
conducted a short workshop
and discussed preparation
details for studying abroad.
The extensive process
to go overseas includes
completing an application
and writing an essay, ·which
Reynolds advised all students to do as soon as possible since the approaching
deadline is October 5.
A lecture followed the
workshop that included a
panel of upperclassmen that
have studied abroad.
Senior
international
business
major
Kirsten
Holtz studied in France with
the American Institute for
Foreign Study program.
Holtz said the college was
like "a large support group.
If anything went wrong, the
board of directors where
there to help if we needed a
new passport or (airplane)
ticket. Plus the maid service
was cool and meals where
readily there."
Call1oun encouraged all
students to join the society.
"The
International
Business Society is beneficial
to all students at Howard,"
she said. IBS will host an
international
enterprise
event tentatively scheduled
for October.

Nkoko Rf'<'<l·SlDrr l'ho1oa.,.phfr

Everette Callaway and Eron Oronsaye were the winners of the College of Arts and Sciences pageant. They will go on to compete In the
Mr. & Ms. Howard Pageant which Is to be on held October 14 at Cramton Auditorium.
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Employee: Kenneth Wayne Quick Student: Isoke Faida Nimmons
BY DIASIA ELLERBEE
Contributing Writer

•

It's 9 o'clock in the morning and all you can
think about is the omelet that you had yesterday.
So you get up and put on your best pair of pajamas
and march your way to Howard's cafe, but by the
time you get there, the line is already full of hungry
students who can't wait to get a taste of their very
own omelet.
Now you may ask who's this person that can
make an omelet taste so good? Well, it's none other
than Kenneth Wayne Quick, who has been known
for the past four years to his co-workers and to
many of the students at Howard as Quick.
Quick is the grill cook in the Cafe and is known
for his omelets. Students say Quick's on1elets are
always neat and cooked with perfection.
"Quick is very comfortable and confident with
his job and it shows once you've tasted his omelet,"
said Teresa Hines, sophomore English major. "He
cooks his omelet with patience and with his soul,
making each bite of his 01nelet worth it."
Cooking comes natural to Quick, who was
taught by his father. Quick said he has been cooking for about 20 years, and, with each year, he gets
better.
;
Before en1ployed at Howard, Quick worked for
Bowling Airforce Base in Southeast, Washington,
D.C., as the grill cook for the Officer's Club.
"Meeting ne\'\ young people nlakes 1ny job
interesting," he said. "I like 111aking students
breakfast because a student's breakfast is the most
important aspect of their day."
Quick is enjoyed by his co-workers. Speedy
Buttler, one of Howard's Cafeteria Chefs said
Quick is "an all-arow1d good guy and a joy to work

WI'th"
.

BY DEBBIE ORIGHO

"He is very family-oriented and an outstanding co-worker who does a very proficient job," said
Reggie Miller, supervisor at Pandini's and has previously worked with Quick on the grill.
When Quick leaves work, he is on his way
home to help his io-year-old some do his homework.
Quick may joke a lot, but as a father, he holds
respect and rules high for his two boys.
"I was raised with a firm hand and respect was
a 1nust", explains Quick.
Quick knows D.C. very well and likes to venture around the metropolitan area when he isn't
too busy satisfying Howard students with a full
stomach, or being a role model to his sons. During
Quick's spare time, he likes to go to ESPN Zone
and play games with his sons, unwind at Ruby
Tuesday dur~ng happy hour, or eat and relax at
Phillips.
"...there isn't any place like D.C.," exclaims
Quick.
The students at Howard enjoy Quick, and look
forward to going to the Cafe to see what new with
him.
"Quick is the man," said Kemal Simpson, a
sopho1nore electrical engineering major. "And not
only that, but he is always looking out for Somebody. He makes con1ing to the cafeteria fun."
Kafilat Ola, a sophomore R/TV/F major, said
Quick is "a mess and always keeps 111e laughing
because of his playful attitude towards the food
and nlany of the students."
So when asked, since he loves his job so much,
is there anything he wouldn't do, Quick turned
serious.
"Yeah, Quick doesn't 'do' overtin1e," he said.

Conlnbuling Writer

''Ten internships and counting!" Isoke
Nimmons, senior broadcast journalism major and
sports administration minor from Detroit, Mich.,
confidently exclaims.
Her internships include working at 90.9
FM in Detroit, CNN in Atlanta, Ga., the NFL
Players Association in Washington, D.C., NFL
Communications and Public Relations Department
in New York, 36th District Court Cornmunications
Department, WHUT-TV 32 producer, legislative
intern for Detroit City Council Woman Barbara
Rose Collins, Fox News Network in Washington,
D.C., public relations volunteer for BET Awards in
Los Angeles, and NABJ 2004 Unity Convention.
"I know I'm an important person on campus
because I look out for 1nyself, nly friends, and
other people that I don't know," she said. "I share
all of the opportunities such as internships, and I
really enjoy helping School of C students."
With this job experience, Nimmons plans to
own her own event management company and
start a news program in her hometown that focuses on positive things in the minority community.
As a proud Bison, Nim111ons is involved in
various clubs and organizations on crunpus,
which include Entert-ainment Power Players
(EPP), WHUT-TV 32, blackcollegeview.com as an
Advertising Consultant, the Michigan Club, and a
lady of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
"I think lsoke is really an1bitious, hard working and dedicated to everything that she does. She
was very con1mitted at the TV station last year as
a producer, even though she could not attend the
weekly 111eetings she would still complete all of

her assigned work," said La'Trisha Gomer, senior
broadcast journalism major, and Senior Producer
for WHUT-TV 32 Student Training Department.
Nevertheless, while Nimmons is a diligent
worker in the professional world, she knows that
all work and no fun can make a very dull person;
so on the weekends she enjoys going shopping,
volw1teering where she is needed, going out to
eat and making the most of her senior year with
friends and sorority sisters.
Nimmons loves a "bad" pair of black pumps,
and some of her favorite foods are chicken breast,
broccoli, and greens. She even shared one of her
classic Howard most embarrassing moments,
"I was on the shuttle, [and] I was rushing
off and I almost fell!!! My shoes felt weird and
I skipped a stair. They were clogs, it was funny,"
she said.
Alexis Logan, senior political science major,
had this to share about who Nimmons is as a
person,
"Isoke is not only my line sister, but she is my
friend," she said. "She is a very nice young lady,
she always has a pretty smile and always rocks the
hottest fashions."
As a graduating senior, Isoke said she feels
like everything has been in divine order and that
there is nothing that she would change as she is
near the end of her matriculation at Howard. With
that in mind, however, she does have some advice
to leave with current students overall and specifically to the overwhelming female population on
Howard's campus.
"Get to know the people around you cause the
same person you put down and don't help out will
be that multi-million dollar business owner," she
said to the undergraduate population.
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CBC Leadership Conference Underway in the District
SEPTEMBER

22, 2005

dollar donation from United
Metro Editor
Health Care Group. The money
was donated for CBC programs
Wednesday marked the
designed to educate the commubeginning of the 35th Annual
nity about new prescription drug
Leadership Conference of the
plans that should be implementCongressional Black Caucus. The
ed by January.
conference, which takes place
Also, one of this year's conat the Washington Convention
ference highlights will be the
Center, will run through
National Town Hall Meeting feaSaturday.
turing Sen. Barack Obama (D-lll)
Surrounded by members of
and Hillary Rodham Clinton (Dthe Congressional Black Caucus,
N.Y.). The meeting will address
the chairman of this year's conmany pertinent issues facing the
ference, Del. Eleanor Holmes
black community.
Norton (D-DC) welcomed parThe Voting Rights Act also
ticipants in a press conference
tops the list of hot issues on
on L street near the convention
this year's conference agenda.
center.
The goal is to maintain fair and
In light of the recent tragequitable voting rights for all
W'W\Y.cbcflnc.org
edy along the Gulf Coast from
minorities, and not necessarily
Hurricane Katrina, which disjust blacks.
placed thousands of black fami"It is our challenge to make
lies, this year's conference will
sure that everyone's vote is
focus in part on the rebuildcounted, whatever their skin
ing of New Orleans. Additional
color may be," said Lewis. To
sessions were also added to the
kick off the "spirit of renewal"
schedule that take an in-depth
for this year's conference, memlook at the federal response to
bers of the Congressional Black
the crisis
Ari•• w h;, .. s..rr Photogrnph•r
Caucus held a candlelight vigil
"We as a nation have been
The CBC kicked off Its 35th annual conference with a check presentation for the victims of Hurricane Katrina.
on the steps of the U.S. capital
ill-equipped to handle a national
•
Wednesday evening.
disaster of this magnitude," said
created a hurricane Katrina relief fund. · Congressional Black Caucus Foundation," Chris
The
members
of
the
the conference co-chair, Representative John Congressman Louis Stokes, co-founder of the Shea, representative for General Mills, said.
Congressional Black Caucus want to focus on how
Lewis. "We also want to look at the responsive- CBCF, announced the creation of the fund, and its
Although the conference has a recognized to move forward and change for the better, not
ness of FEMA [Federal Emergency Management first contribution. General Mills, long-time corpo- focus on tragedy, Lewis said that the CBC has not divisive issues that hinder growth and progress.
Agency], and how we can help them to be better rate sponsor of the CBCF, presented a check for lost sight of its traditional objectives.
"It's time to put America's priorities straight,
prepared in the future."
100 thousand dollars towards the fund.
"We're here to keep America's eyes on a and get them straight today," Lewis said.
Also in support of the hurricane victims, the
"We hope to see more corporations donate, focused agenda," said Lewis .
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation(CBCF) and help reach the million dollar goal of the
The CBCF also received a 500 thousand
BY AMBER ENGLISH
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Proposed Purple Line Appeases Commuters
Brittany Clay, "College
students wouldn't have
the opportunity to go
throughout the city"
For young adults
without the Metro.
attending colleges or
According
to
universities in a major
the
Washington
metropolis, public transMetropolitan
Area
portation is not only a
Transit
Authority's
convenience, but a way
(WMATA)
System
of life. Imagine Howard
Expansion Program
students dealing with
(SEP), the new light
a Metro bus or subway
rail will travel 14.1
system that did not
miles with 10 stops
travel to far away places
along the way.
like Pentagon City Mall,
There are several
Silver Spring or the
organizations whose
University of Maryland.
sole purposes are to
"I have no car," said
promote the purple
Tiana Holmes, a sopholine.
more
pre-pharmacy
The Coalition to
major. "I'd feel cut off
Build the Inner Purple
from the world."
Line came up with
There are currently
six core benefits that
fivelinesontheMetrorail:
would come out of the
red, blue, green, yellow
proposal: shorter comand orange.
1nutes, less pollution,
By 2012, there will
better trails, more
be a new line. The purple
jobs, higher property
line is projected to span
values and a stronger
from New Carrolton,
community.
MD. in Prince George's
Many see how
County, to the College
much potential the
Park stop where the
purple line has, but
University of Maryland is
HI• Pho••
has anyone thought
located, to Silver Spring,
about what sacrifices
MD. in Montgomery The new purple line Is expected to be complete by 2012, It will connect Prince George's and Montgomery counties.
wiU have to be made?
County, and finally to
Chevy Chase resiBethesda, MD.
"There should be a direct line."
does the green line to Howard students and
dents feel that the construction would impose
Although many are valid in their com- faculty.
Many complain about t11e roughly 10 min"For many students who don't live on on the c01nn1unity more than improve or supute walk from the main campus to the Shaw- plaints, regular comn1uters who have to be at
Howard Metro station and the roundabout work every morning have a heavier burden campus and don't have cars or money to pay port it because thousands of trees would have
route the Metro takes to get to a location only to carry.
for gas, it would be very difficult to, not only to be cut down, which would in turn ruin the
down the street.
For so1ne suburban residents, that is their come to school, but to come to school on park-like setting locals enjoy now.
"It's ridiculous that it takes a half-an-hour day-to-day experience, which would make the time," said Arneshia Williams, a junior dance
just to go up Georgia Avenue," said Adrianna purple line a feasible solution. This line would major.
Jordan, a freshman political science major. serve as a lifeline to countless commuters as
According to senior history major
BY VANESSA ROZIER
Contributing Writer
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Saturday October 1, 2005
2:00p.m.
Emory United Methodist Church
6100 Georgia Avenue .
Washington, DC 20011
,

Admission: Free
Featuring
The How~rd University
Community Choir

Michael Nicholas
Emory Ensemble

The Acts II San
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The Life Of the Homeless
HOMELESS, from Page A 1

"I got caught up in the drugs
that the dealers were bringing into
our neighborhood," Brown said,
who now spends her time panhandling up and down Southern
Avenue and around the Capitol
Heights Metro stop.
"The street is 1ny home," she
said, lighting a cigarette she was
given by a Metro passenger. 'Td
rather die on the streets than have
to survive in them shelters."
Brown's previous experiences with shelters were not pleasant. After being kicked out of her
mother's house for the final tinle,
she went to a shelter in Southeast.
Brovm described that place as
being filled with a bunch of drug
addicts, thieves and crin1inals.
"I had seen people get robbed
and stabbed and after I left, I

decided that I was never going to
go back there," Brown said.
It's an issue 1nost homeless
people feel hasn't been addressed
enough. Just how helpful are
shelters? One organization in the
District that is working to change
all of this is the National Coalition
for the Homeless. Their prin1ary
goal is to seek housing justice,
econo1nic justice, health care justice and civil and voting rights for
homeless people.
"I think they really understand the plight of homeless people and are trying to help those
who in society are often forgotten," said Juanita Rogers, who
was homeless herself just five
years ago.
Having spent most of her
homeless life in Prince George's
County, Maryland, where she
now lives in a private shelter run

by former homeless people, the
social workers spends her time
circulating literature on ho1neless
awareness in her comn1unity and
urging citizens and politicians to
take an active role in fixing this
social problem.
"No 1natter where you live,
you will always find someone who
is helpless and in need," Rogers
said.
"And after Hurricane
Katrina it should really hit ho1nethat you could end up without a
home too, and you would want
someone to be there for you."
Having lived the life, Rogers
believes that it's going to take
nore than shelters to do the job.
"This needs to be a community
effort."
This is the second article in a
series about the District's •homeless. See Metro next week for
part three.
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How far will you go?

Congratulations to Arnita
Hayden and Ablsola Oladapo
for being selected as
•

Microsoft scholars!
Arnita and Abisola will
each receive a scholarship,
compliments of Microsoft

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT ALL
CHILDREN CAN EXCEL?

Corporation, for the 20052006 academic year.

BELL (Building Educated Leaders for Life) is a
nonprofit organization designed to increase the
educational
opportunities
and
life
achievements of urban children. We provide
academic after-school tutoring to hundreds of
elementary school children in Washington, DC.

You could be selected as a
scholar next year. Visit our
website to learn more about
our programs.

We are currently hiring exceptional college students and community
members to work with our scholars. Tutors work in the afternoons,
between 6 and 12 hours per week. Rates range from $1 O to $15 an
hour, depending on experience, and BELL provides training to all
program staff.
For more info or to apply, visit us at

microsoft.com/college
©2005 Microsoft Corporation. All rights
reserved. Microsoft is a registered trademark
of the Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and/or other countries. Microsoft is
an equal opportunity employer and supports
workplace diversity.

VfWW.belldc.org

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL FAIR
WASHINGTON, DC AREA UNIVERSITIES

SPONSORING SCHOOLS

An1erican University
The Catholic University of 1\n1erica
Gallaudct University
George Mason University
l~he George \X'ashington University

Ho,vard U niversity
l\llaryn1ount University
Southeastern University
Trinity University
University of fvla1yland
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The frequency and force- ~uardin~ n1y life is worth risking
fulnc-.s of the crin1es con1n1it- a life sentence if my city won't
tcd ,iga1rn;t the Howard popu- do it, if Ill) communit) won't do
lou-: has left n1any despondent. it, if 111) unh ersity won't do it.
111,\n) 111ore fearful. and others
This sort of violence is what
en~t'ti. I recall the young n1en
ili<' great leaders of ) C.'-tcrdn)
shot just outside of Drew H.ill, fou ht aga1n,..1 These young
and the )Ottng woman \\ho·s brothers are no better tllan the
hoyfr1end was n1ade to watch as KKK. 1be...e delusion~ and ...e}fshe was raped.
ab,..orbcd dreg.'- of -.ociety are
If not enough no\' then swelling tlle streeb ,,;th perpetwhen," hat "ill it take to reroute ual ignorance.
~01ne oftlle hundreds of millions
I gue"' it feel, cood to
of endo"ment funds Howard then1. Thnf... right; kill anotllcr
hold... into assuring tlle safet) of black young person in coll~e
its crop.
o your ...ituation can improve.
Our can1pus police aren't \\'ell what if I don t want to "'illt
paid enough to care. Is your well- for •gentrification· to soh-e this
being worth S24-3ok? I knO\\ prob em
The-:e are -.icn... of darker
indhiduals who have taken it
upon themselves to be am1ed. day' to con1e \\hen out of fear
Yet, in a CJty v.-hose gun law~ are I'd sooner reach for my wn
as strict as tlle District is tllat tlle Ulan n1y brotllers hand, but tllen
risk you want to take?
again who's to say that n••ga is
Many say 'yes'. ~tany say my brother an)·way. \\'nke Up.

Charreah Jackson

Ayesha Rascoe
Campus Editor

Amber En~ish
1\fetro Editor

Z. M. WRIGHT
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Our View:

Howard Campus Is Unsafe

4 '. CNc\t>~"t' ·.:!elf

.l EWl10oron h.ockcy player

I I be:n1 IJT'tP

'I11c "Kin~ of Pop" hin1self, n1oney already so we were not We wonder if this is a segue into
.Michael .lnrkson. is planning a surprised tllat this is a benefit a new album for J ackson. He
comehnrk into tlw n1usic scene song.
has been quiet for some time.
\\1th a song he has \\ ritting for
"It pains me to watch tlle
Jackson just dodged several
-,...,.-----.,.-----,.--_,.
bullets with his sexual
11 urricanc Katrina
\ ictin1s
molestation
accusalits song titled
tions and we wonder
"Fron1 the Hottmn
Tlzouglz we ad11iire his intentions if this song is a step
of ~h• !kart," will
toward redeeming his
we
l1igl1ly
doubt
this
will
top
"We
include tlw likl's ol
image.
~1.1ri.1h Care), .hl}We don't think his
Are the World."
z. Snoop Dogg, R.
reputation will ever be
Kdh .111d .l.lllll'S
squeaky clean again,
Brown, m·rordin~ lo
but nonetheless, anxl'l'oplc 1n,1.g.1zinc.
iou!'. fans will be wait\\'c tlunk h will h<' un inter- hu111an suffering taking place in ing itnpatiently for it to hit tlle
est 1ng blend if nrtlsts Tins l'ol- the Gulf rl'gion of my country. airwaves.
laho1 ut1on for sud1 nn uphfting My heart and prayers go out to
\\'hether or not the song is a
song reminds us of"\\\• Arc The C\'ery individual who has had to hit we are still happy becaw:e we
"llrld ..
endure the pain and suffering knO\\ it is a benefit for Katrina
It isn't surprising that the caused by this tragedy.~ Jackson \ictin1s who \\.ill need help for a
notorious plnlnnthropi t ",1nts &1id in an t.tTV article.
while. Either way it is a \\in-\"in
to do 01neth1ng thc1t \\111 help in
fhe song \\ill be released in situation and we are pleased
the nfternrnth of the tragedy.
a fo\, weeks so we "ill be inter- that he is using his celebrity
Jdckson hns pknh of e-.tcd to see ho\' it \\ill turn out. i1nac,e for a good cause.

S.1y :I tf~1enrly

:,\() C!K>ppoo •;or! y
?-2 l'ioc 1>1o.Ju.:f
·\~ l\l<t r r eriqntrte
:,\- f:u-:n a.closure

Down

Michael Jackson Making
S ng for Katrina Victims
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Commentary

HBCUs Prepare Students For ''Real World''
BY AMBER WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

Today's professional workforce demands applicants to have
appropriate degrees and impressive credentials. Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
were founded to provide higher
education for blacks because of
the refusal of white institutions
to accept the1n. Their purpose
has evolved over the years and
attending an HBCU is steeped in
pride rather than necessity.
Kandice Brown does not
support the idea of obtaining
an education from a primarily black institution. Brown, a
sophomore biological sciences
major at Purdue University,
said, "HBCUs are wonderful
institutions of learning but are
sometimes limited in monetary
resources and dynamic multicultural [non-Black] festivities
and experiences."
In most cases, Black institutions are not monetarily equal to
white institutions; but in other
areas they are just as stateof-the-art and resourcefully
equipped.
"I feel that traditional
'white' schools provide students
with more diversity than an
HBCU,"Lauren- Ashley Miller,
sophomore
computer
science major at the University of
Michigan said.
The ideology of students
who believe this is understood,
but under-supported. The issue
of a lack of diversity often arises
in the discussion of education at
a HBCU versus education at a
majority institution.
Bryant Alexander, a junior
chemistry major at Howard said,
"the level of diversity at a majority black college is the same as
a majority white college. They
both have a majority." By saying
this, one is able to see that the
issue of diversity is apparent at
any institution with a predominant race.

I
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Howard University and other HBCUs throroughly prepare students for the challenges of the
society. Some students, however, feel that HBCUs do not provide enough diversity.

Carol
Dudley,
John
H.
Johnson
School
of
Communications' Coordinator
of Career Development, says,
"The black race could be seen as
being more diverse within itself
than any other group. Howard
University students are not a
monolith."
Most students at Howard
University do not feel hindered
by the lack of racial diversity.
Most see the wide-ranging diversity amongst the entire Black
culture itself and finds that to be
an added advantage.
HBCUs were founded to
provide education and leadership positions that were not
available through white universities. Attending a Historically
Black University does not hinder
educational, social, and professional growth, many say. It provides such along with personal
and cultural enhancement.
Makeia Carriere, a sophomore marketing major at
Howard, says, "Howard has
taught me a lot about me and
that self-awareness is needed in
the 'real' world."
She believes that students

"The black race could be seen
as being more diverse within
itself than at1y other group."
- Carol Dudley, JHJ School of C. Career Development Coordinator

at white institutions often lack
the self- evolution that Howard
students experience. Howard
allows both the chance to gain a
degree and a sense of self.
Howard, as well as many
other black institutions, has not
set lower graduation standards
than a white institution; therefore, the education acquired is
equal.
What HBCUs attempt to
accomplish is a well-rounded
and well-knowledgeable graduate who is essentially aware of
his or her historical background.
It educates students about their
particular profession, as well
as their position in the "real"
world. They equip students with
the knowledge and strengths to
compete as a professional black

in a predominantly White society.
A student at a Black College
or University may even feel
more empowered than the
next because have the skill and
knowledge of a professional
along with the pride and accomplishment of an educated African
American. They have overcome
the odds and assumed a com1nunity leadership role. Students
at HBCU's are slive with higher
expectation because they have
acquired the duty of Black communal uplift. Every college student has accepted the challenge
of obtaining a higher education,
but every Black college student
has accepted that challenge with
many more to follow.

What's On TV: Chris Rock, Holly Robinson-Peete
Crews) are working. Tonight, "The Young and the Restless")
Chris is bused to a predominant- Elle Greenway (Lola Glaudini)
ly white middle school for the and Jennifer "JJ" Jareau (AJ
first time; once there, he squares Cook). In tonight's premiere, the
off against a bully before meeting team tries to find a Seattle serial
a new friend (Vincent Martella). killer after he kidnaps the fourth
Rock is an executive producer of woman in as many months. The
the show, and he provides the show moves to its regular time, 9
show's narration too.
p.m. Wednesdays on next week.
Photo Coor1cs)

~""''.t'·>•hoo.com

Everybody Hates Chris
08:00 PM. EST-UPNImagine "The Wonder Years" as
told by Chris Rock, and you have
an idea of this very funny new
show on UPN. Inspired by Rock's
own childhood experiences,
"Everybody Hates Chris" follows
13-year-old Chris (Tyler James
Williams) as he and his family
move from the projects to the
tough Bed-Stuy neighborhood in
Brooklyn, N.Y. Chris has to take
care of younger (though taller
and more self-assured) brother
Drew (Tequan Richmond) and
little sister Tonya (Imani Hakim)
when his strict but caring parents (Tichina Arnold and Terry

Criminal Minds
10:00 PM. EST-CBSBecause there just aren't enough
crime drainas on TV today, CBS
is adding "Criininal Minds"
to its fall '05 lineup -- and giving it a special debut following
the season premiere of "CSI."
Brilliant but dan1aged Special
Agent Jason Gideon (Mandy
Patinkin, "Dead Like Me,"
"Chicago Hope") leads a team of
elite FBI profilers who analyze
the country's most twisted criininals -- anticipating their next
moves before they strike again.
Gideon's team includes special
agents Aaron Rotch (Thomas
Gibson, "Dharma & Greg"),
Derek Morgan (Shemar Moore,

Joey

sulting firm dedicated to helping
lovelorn n1en and wo1nen find
their soulmates, even though
they're not so lucky-in-love
themselves. Otherwise known
as "The Show That Used to Star
Shannen Doherty," "Love, Inc."
features Busy Philipps ("Freaks
and Geeks", "Dawson's Creek")
and Holly Robinson-Peete ("For
Your Love").

08:00 PM.

-Compiled by Erica Williams

EST -NBC"Joey," despite lukewarm ratings last season, returns for a
sophomore jaunt on NBC. In a
two-part premiere, Joey (Matt
LeBlanc) and Alex (Andrea
Anders) wake up next to each
other and realize what's just
transpired
between
them.
Later, Joey and new friend Zach
(Miguel A. Nunez jr.) get into a
big mess after stealing a director's dog.

- Courie\) or""~'· \'ahooh.('()n1.

Love, Inc.
08:30 PM. EST-UPNThis new sitcom from UPN follows a full-service dating con-

!'bolo Courtn) """" ".upn.c'.'Ont
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David Banner mingled with his Howard University fans at
Up Against the Wall yesterday. The meet and greet was
sponsored by Endustry Power Players.
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From chicken soup to castor-oil, students have countless
home remedies passed down for generations.

Students Share
Home Remedies
BY YASMINE PARRISH

bination '1-vith some stuff that
smells good othenvise people
would be smelling their
From drinking a
hair all day. I'd recomglass of water for the
mend castor oil if somehiccups, to using
one wanted their hair
club soda to remove
to grow that badly,"
stains, it seems
Roberts said.
as if everyone has
Though Roberts
heard of some
seemed unsure about
kind of home ren1the effecliveness of
edy, no n1atter how
castor oil as a catalyst
0
wacky it may have
"" r ...i ..... ~""
for l1nir gro\Vl:h there
1
been. In an age
Casto • Oil was one thing he was
where technological
certain of, the use of
Cl~ . . . ~
advances have cre~ ... ~,.::......_
senna pods.
IHl.01'.
ated treatments for
"1 know about
everything,
most
this remedy to purge
students had a hard
your system. You
time c01ning up with
put these little leafy
home
remedies,
things, senna pods,
with the exception
in water for a couple
of Robutussin cough syrup, of days. I hear it tastes horrifor every aihnent. However, ble and you can't Ro anywhere
there were some Bison ""ith for a long time cause you'll be
very unique tactics on how to running to the bathroon1 every
combat almost any problem five 1ninutes. This dude I know
under the sun, "the good old took it, and the white of his
fashion way."
eyes turned baby bluish after
"When you have a bee being bloodshot red," said
sting or something like that Roberts, who also added that if
you put chewing tobacco on it he were to ever try using senna
and it will pull the stinger out," pods he would clear his schedsaid sophomore physician ule for a few days because.
assistant major Tevis Gordan.
The most extreme of home
Unlike most other HU stu- remedies involved hw11an
dents, Gordan had a plethora waste.
of old ho1ne remedies - some
"For ear infections you
practical and others extreme.
would have to put your urine
"For the common cold, get in your ear and put a cotton
Vick's [VapoRub] and rub it on ball in it and it cuts down on
your chest and wrap up and go pain. Also for eye infections,
to bed, which people probably urination was also a cleanser
know; also for the common for the eyes," Gordan said. "My
cold black draught syrup can grandn1ama said she doesn't
be taken. For diarrhea: you know if it worked but that's
drink flour mixed in water to what her mama 111ade her do."
help thicken the waste," said
Sopho1nore legal con1Gordan as he was fed more munication major Brittany
bizarre yet useful remedies Coleman had the perfect fix for
fron1 his grandmother via the removing oil stains from clothtelephone.
ing: "baby powder, it'll get the
"West Indian people use oil right out," Cole1nan said.
castor oil for everything," said
While home remedies may
junior finance major Keisan see1n extreme in nature, they
Roberts. "I really don't know do have some merit. Many
where it really comes from to remedies have been passed
tell the truth but it helps your down from the times of slavery,
hair grow faster. I've never when blacks did not have suftried it though and what it's ficient health care. As bizarre
supposed to do beats the heck as many home ren1edics may
out of me."
se<!m, Grandma didn't say it
"It's in hair products but for nothing!
when its real pure, it stinks.
I think they use [it] in comHilltop Slaff Wriler
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Lady Bison Soccer Team
Ready to Compete at Home Men's Soccer in Search
,

sively, and showing more spirit. They completely
Contributing Writer
dominated the second half against Albany, out
shooting them l0-4. Their morale was lifted even
After losing six games in a row, the Lady Bison higher when senior midfielder Obioma Ogbuawa
(1-6) soccer tean1 has bounced back after their made an outstanding goal from 25 yards out.
There is more motivation and optimism comfirst win of the season against the University of
Albany on Sunday. They are now ready to bring ing out of the Lady Bison soccer team. They have
home more wins as they prepare for two upcom- struggled much this season, but now the rain
seems to be dissipating and the sun is shinning
ing home games this weekend.
"The team has recently adopted the sentiment bright. Hopefully the Lady Bison can keep up this
of playing hard for one another," explained fresh- new attitude as they prepare to play Quinnipiac
man midfielder Meghan Nick. "Coming off our tomorrow at 4 p m. in Greene Stadium. The Lady
losses and our more rectnt win it was decided [by Bison will then ..1atch up against Mount St. Mary's
the team] to adopt the idea of one team, one goal, on Sunday at 1 p.m.
Nick expressed it best when she said, "The
one choice."
Denpite losing six games in a row, the Lady desire not to lose pushes not only me but my
Bison do not show any signs of giving up. Their teammates as well to work harder to achieve sucrecent victory proved to be one that resembled cess in upcoming games. The desire to overcome
an epic theme; loss and recovery. Although they adversity is 1ny nlotivation."
were completely shut out in the beginning of the
New York tournament by Siena, they were able to
spring back in action.
"The night before the Albany game we all
had a team meeting trying to identify within ourselves what was going wrong," explained senior
midfielder Michelle Williston. "Key points were
identified and we realized that we control our own
destiny. [Our] Team unity was established and it
lead [us] to a victory."
With two hon1e games coming up this weekend, the Lady Bison are excited to be playing in
familiar territory. It was apparent that being on
the road for four games in a row was difficult for
the team.
Facing off against Quinnipiac College (3-3-1),
and later Mount St. Mary's (3-4-1), teams that
have reasonably successful records, will test the
Lady Bison to see if they can pull off a second
straight win.
"It feels great to be playing back on our home
field," Nick said. "The playing surface will be familiar and the presence of both family and friends
makes for a welcoming environment."
There is no doubt that the Lady Bison have
had to endure many obstacles, 1nost of them selfinflicted. Coming together many times to address
their issues, and also partake in some self-examination, has seem to increase the strength within
the team's inner circle.
l'llt Plloco
"The most frustrating thing we had to deal Senior midfielder Michelle Williston believes
with was coming together as a team," explains that team has established unity which lead
Williston. "As a tea1n we decided that we need to them to victory. The Lady Bison have two
play for each other, and we expect more wins fron1 home games t his weekend on a hunt to conthis."
tinue their current winning streak.
The Lady Bison are now playing more aggresBY DESIREE SMITH

of First Win of Season

fl~

The Howard University men's soccer team, who Is still scoreless for the season, is
·1ooklng to end their four-game losing streak as they prepare to face James Madison
this afternoon at 2 p.m. at Greene Stadium.
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BY CARYN GRANT

The Sacramento Monarchs
defeated the Connecticut Sun to
capture their first WNBA championship Tuesday night.
Despite a lack of coverage,
the series hosted two of the most
evenly matched teams to compete in the Finals in the league's
eight-year history. Each game
was decided by 11 points or less

Pho to Cour14: ~) or\\ "'1'.drnJ.,'Ull ,.fhC'hl\klcr.ccun

The Sacramento Monarchs
won the 2005 WNBA
Championship Tuesday.

and included an overtime game
that gave the Sun their only \Vin
of the best of five series.
Ratings for the 2005 WNBA
Finals were not available, but if
they were similar to last year's
ratings, much was left to be
desired.
In 2004, the Seattle Storm
swept the Sun in three gan1es
with a peak Nielsen rating of
0.3.
Nielsen Television Ratings,
developed by Nielsen Media
Research, rank the percentage
for each show based on the total
viewers watching television at a
given time.
A single national ratings point represents 1%, or
1,096,000 households for the
2004-05 season.
The 2005 WNBA All-Star
game faired a bit better, ranking
No. u of the top sports events
from July 4-10 with a i.o rating.
However, some WNBA players are still concerned with the
future of the league.
WNBA All-Star Sheryl
Swoopes told the Washington
Post, "We're in our ninth season
and I'm very frustrated today
from where we were five years
ago."
"The league hasn't grown the
way we've hoped. Talent-wise,
the league has gotten better and
we know we're providing good
family entertainment," she said.
"But we're not noticed very much
on the national sports scene and
corporate sponsorships are hard
to grow."
Swoopes' remarks came
after playing the Washington
Mystics in front of a crowd of
16,000 at the MCI Center. This
large of a crowd is average for
n1ost NBA teams, but is rarely
seen during a WNBA contest.
Average
attendance at
WNBA games has dropped

below 9,000 in the last few
years, compared to crowds consistently over 10,000 during the
league's first years.
Donna Orender, president
of the WNBA, however, says the
league is doing fine despite low
attendance rates.
"If anything, the league
has more 1nomentum than
we've ever had," she told the
Washington Post.
"Our attendance is flat, but
we've generated at least 10 new
sponsorships in each of our
market-, and we're holding our
own with regards to television.
At the end of the day, we will
have drawn more than two million fans."
According to a USA Today
report, Game 3 of the 2003
Finals produced the highest overnight rating ever for a
WNBA game on ESPN. An audience rating of 0.81 nearly doubled the previous high of 0.44 as
the eventual champion Detroit
Shock beat the defending champion Los Angeles Sparks.
Many of the 2005 Finals
games were broadcasted on
ESPN2. This made it difficult
for Howard students t11at live
in residence halls, which do not
provide the station in their cable
package, to keep up with the
series.
Sophomore
international
business major Averi ThomasMoore managed to watch part of
Game 3 on ABC.
"The quality was not what
I expected, but t he league will
improve with tin1e," she said,
pointing out that the quality
of NBA games was poor at one
tiJne.
"I think it's important (to
have t11e gan1cs on television)
because it gives little girls that
want to play basketball a realistic dream."
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WNBA Seeks More Viewers
Asst. Sports Editor
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Reading
The Hilltop
Sports section will
1mpress ~our friends
and vanquish ,
your enemies.*
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All ofyour favorite authors will be
signing at the HUB in September I
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